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1. SUMMARY

The Rockwell Science Center has completed the first phase of the

:. development program encompassing the design, fabrication and characteriza-

tion of experimental models of a high-contrast numeric electroluminescent

readout device. This device consists of two digits of seven-segment

numeric displays using a transparent electroluminescent thin film with

a high-contrast background layer. It also contains within its hermatically-

sealed package logic and drive circuitry to operate the numeric displays

from typical computer output data processing information, with typical

2
5-volt T L logic-level and BCD input. The package design also allows

the devices to be embodied so that a multi-digit computer-type terminal

readout may be fabricated from a series of individual packages.

This report covers the work completed during the first four months of

effort. During this period, the design of driver and decode electronics

has been completed, various high-contrast electroluminescent segment

displays have been built, tested and evaluated. A breadboard circuit to

evaluate the initial driver and decoder electronic circuit design

parameters has been constructed and tested. Designs for hermetically-

sealed packages have been completed, parts ordered, and initial seals

evaluated. Electrical and optical tests have been conducted on initial

prototypes using breadboard drive circuitry. Evaluation and analysis of

these results are given. An evaluation in testing high-contrast

performances of these prototype models is reviewed.

"k1
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2. PROGRAM AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

The objective of this program is to design and fabricate a quantity

of numeric EL display devices containing two-digits consisting of seven

segments and a decimal point. Four (4) exploratory development models

will be fabricated each consisting of a ten-digit display made up of five

of the two-digit numeric devices assembled into a suitable socket or

printed circuitboard. Drive circuitry and decoding logic will be included

in the device to allow operation directly from com -ter level logic inputs

at TTL voltage levels. The display medium shall be a transparent AC

thin film electroluminescent type with a high-contrast background layer

for viewing in high-light ambience. The operational characteristics of

the devices shall be designed to allow uniform electronic dimming of the

display to luminance levels in the order of the 10- ft-L for compatability

with night vision applications. The display shall be capable of sufficient

contrast to be viewed in an ambient illumination of 10,000 ft-C without addi-

tional contrast enhancement techniques. The devices shall be capable of

operation for a minimum of 3,000 hours at a luminance level that satisfies

the condition of visibility under high-ambient illumination described

above. Also, the devices shall operate without the loss of significant

light emitting areas due to any failure or degradation mechanism during

the 3,000 hour/lifetime.
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3. DECODER-DRIVER CIRCUIT DESIGN

The design for the onboard decoder-driver circuit has been completed,

tested and evaluated. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram for the onboard

decoder driver circuit to be utilized in the two-digit thin film EL

display. The pinouts for the circuit are shown at the left of the circuit

diagram. The circuit consists of all of the necessary logic building

blocks for decode axed drive from T 2L BCD input signals.

The functions consists basically as follows: A 5 kHz clock is used

to generate the drive frequency for the AC operation of the TFEL display.

The circuit uses a specialized latched seven-segment decoder/driver

signal circuit that provides level shifting functions on the chip.

This feature permits the BCD input signal swings to be the same as or

different from the seven-segment output signal swings.

The seven-segment output signals are toggled by the display frequency

input which causes the selected segment outputs to be a square wave at the

clock input frequency. With the clock frequency square wave present, the

selected segments will have a square wave output that is 180 ° out of phase

with the display frequency input. Those segments which are not selected

will have a square wave output that is in-phase with the input.

The display frequency input square wave is required to provide

equivalent AC drive to electroluminescent displays. It should be noted

that unselected segments are driven exactly in-phase with the backplane

potential resulting in no potential difference on undriven segments,

and no DC offsets which might be associated with undesirable polarization

within the thin film EL material.

3
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Decoding all the input combinations in the logic provides displays

of 0 to 9 as well as L, P, H, A, -, and a blank position. The decimal

point drive has a display frequency control circuit similar to the segment

drives.

The output signals from the display logic are fed directly into the

input signal stage of the high-voltage driver circuits. In the original

proposal (reference Proposal No. SC3009T) a Dionics D1702 high-voltage

driver array chip was proposed for the driver. However, test driver

arrays provided by Dionics did not meet the voltage requirements of the

display. Therefore, a discrete transistor driver arrays were used in

the prototype evaluation. The discrete circuits were essentially

identical to the backplane driver circuit utilizing MPSA92 (PNP) and MPS-

A42 (NPN) high-voltage driver transitors.

Currently other driver stage circuits are being evaluated using off-

the-shelf high-voltage (250V) bipolar transistor arrays as a replacement

for the D1702 driver array in order that the driver chips will fit into

the hybrid package.

Figure 2 shows the photograph of a prototype breadboard utilized to

evaluate the display decoder driver circuit design. This breadboard

consisted of a high-contrast, two-digit EL numeric display driven by the

driver circuitry described above. In addition to the basic onboard driver

circuit, some additional ICs were used to generate counter signals for

the BCD inputs as well as digit select and decimal point functions. Our

tests and evaluations of this breadboard under dynamic driving conditions

5
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2

with conventional T L BCD input levels, have shown the circuit to function

exactly as required. Accordingly, work has begun on the layout of the

semi-custom master logic chip in a CMOS design format. Because of the

uncertainty of the final driver chip configuration, the semi-custom master

logic chip will have a wire bonding option allowing phase reversal to the

backplane driver depending on whether or not a phase reversal exists on

the final chips selected for the high-voltage driver configuration.

The custom logic ship is expected to be delivered in the latter part

of June, 1979.
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4. PROTOTYPE TEST AND ANALYSIS

Figure 3 shows the brightness vs voltage characteristics for samples

built with and without the standard high-contrast layer. From the curves

it can be seen that the devices without high-contrast layers have a threshold

voltage of approximately 80 volts and a peak brightness of 325 ft-L.

High-contrast devices from the same EL processing run had threshold voltages

of 100 volts and a peak brightness of 300 ft-L. By operating these devices

at 200 ft-L, the voltage safety factor is a conservative 50% over voltage

rating. Devices operated in this way have little concern with high-voltage

breakdown or failures even during long operating lifetime. With a threshold

voltage of 100 volts, no effective light output is observed below this

level. This high threshold voltage level makes the segmented displays

virtually immune from stray light emission from adjacent unlighted segments.

The stray 'ields are far below the level that would give rise to any

emission because of the high threshold voltage level.I Figure 4 shows a plot of luminous efficiency vs excitation voltage for

a standard film and a high-contrast film. Because of the additional layer,

the high-contrast film requires a greater excitation voltage for the same

brightness. The operating currents are lower, however, for the same

fields in this film resulting in approximately equal luminous efficiencies.

The curve shove that for lower voltages high-contrast film equaled or

exceeded the performance of the standard film, and only near saturation

did the luminous efficiency fall somewhat below that of the standard film.

Even in this region, the high-contrast film had luminous output efficiencies

of approximately 90% of those of the standard film without a high-contrast

8
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layer. While peak efficiencies as high as 0.5 X/w have been observed in

some films, these efficiencies have not been achieved yet in a high-

contrast numeric format. As shown by the curves, typical operating

efficiencies for this particular phosphor run approximately 100 ml/v.
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5. HIGH-CONTRAST DISPLAY PERFORMANCE

Figure 5 shows the multi-layer structure of the Rockwell high-contrast

EL display. A major objective of this contractual effort is the achievement

of a display which is viewable in a 10,000 ft-C ambient light level condi-

tion. Based on inputs from potential avionics users of this display

(Collins Radio/Cedar Rapids) and reports in the literature, it appears

that a minimum of 200 ft-L output from the display device is necessary in

a high-contrast structure so that the eye can easily accommodate to high-

intensity ambient in the far scene as well as viewing the instrument panel

under the direct sunlight. Therefore, a 10,000 ft-C diffuse ambient is

more typical than a 10,000 ft-C parallel flux condition. Carroll' describes

the condition as a 10,000 ft-L ambient rather than a 10,000 ft-C since

the flux is diffuse. In this case, specular reflections are very important.

Measurements and theory indicate the major sources of reflection are the

front-surface air-to-glass interface, the substrate-glass-to-nO interface,

and the ZnS-to-Y2 03. The Y203-to-black-layer interface has been measured

and is small with respect to the above factors. The front surface of the

display can be coated with a multi-layer low-reflectance dielectric coating

resulting in an effective front-surface reflection approximately 0.25%.

The InO-to-glass interface reflection is due to the refractive index mis-

match between the glass (n - 1.53) and the InO (n - 2.0). Experimentally,

an optimum InO thickness can be observed for minimum reflection in the

active area.

1G. Carroll, "Contrast Enhancement of CRT Displays," Digest of SID

International Symposium, pp. 118-119 (1977).

12
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At near normal incidence, an expression for the reflection at the

interface between two media can be given as follows:

p - (n2 - n/n 2 + n)
2

where n, equals the index of refraction in the first medium and n2 the

index of refraction in the second medium. Using this expression, one can

look empirically and mathematically at the contributions of the various

interfaces toward the total reflected light. As mentioned above, light

reflection for suitably-coated glass substrates with an anti-reflecting

multi-layer dielectric is typically 0.25%. The remaining reflected light

components can be summarized as follows:

Glass-to-indium interface: p - 1.77%

InO-to-Y203 interface: p - 0.0.%

Y203-to-ZnS interface: P - 0.83%

ZnS-to-Y203 interface: p - 0.83%

Y 20 3-to-high-contrast layer: p - .022

As described in the proposal (reference Proposal No. SC3009T),

black conductor materials have been developed at the Science Center which

exhibit a diffuse reflectivity of less than 0.7% (recent materials show

0.06% diffuse reflectivity). While these materials will satisfy the

viewability requirement of this contract under the specified 10,000 ft-C

ambient, a continuous black blocking such as possible with a black dielectric

would provide superior display performance. Therefore, work is continuing

under Rockwell IR&D funding on a dielectric black material. The

14
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requirements of the dielectric black backing are as follows:

1. Optical match of index of refraction with the emitter material,

2. Pinhole failure mode,

3. Adequate lateral resistance to avoid lighting adjacent

electrode areas,

4. High-optical absorption coefficient,

5. Electrical match to emitter in order to provide symmetrical

voltage-current and voltage-brightness characteristics as a

function of voltage polarity on the emitter as required for

long-life characteristics.

Thus far all these requirements have not been met by one material.

At this time work has been concentrated on the black layer properties;

the individual emitter thin film thickness (InO, Y203, ZnS) has not been

4optimized in terms of interference cancellation of internal reflections.

Present displays show a 2.5% reflection due to the internal film structure.

Interference cancellation is required to reduce the specular reflection as

described above. Based on experimental measurements of some low brightness

emitters, it appears that a specular reflection as low as 0.5% can be

achieved through film thickness optimization.

An expression for exact cancellation of the multi-layer reflections is

derived in Appendix A. For a reasonable film thickness based on voltage

and brightness requirements of the emitter, a minimum specular reflection

(<0.1%) for normal incidence light peaked at 5800A (peak emission wavelength

for the emitter) results for a ZnS thickness of 3940A and a combined

ITO + Y203 thickness of 2348A. Since the index of refraction of each

15
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layer can be influenced somewhat by the fabrication technique, experimental

verification of these calculated values are planned for the coming

period.

Figure 6 shows contrast vs ambient illumination for presently-

constructed EL displays and also shows an estimated curve for an

optimized high-contrast emitter assuming a 0.5% internal reflection

and 0.25Z front surface reflection. In these curves contrast is

defined as (B + RT)/(RT + Rint) where the values are defined as follows:

B - measured display luminance in ft-L

RT- total effective reflectance

Rinternal - internally reflected luminance at an unexcited segment.

As can be seen from the figure, even displays with untreated surfaces have

relatively high contrasts at illumination levels below 500 ft-C. Our

present displays with a low reflectance front surface coating have reasonable

contrasts up to 2,000 ft-C. The optimized display shown in the dotted curve

is expected to have good contrast up to 10,000 ft-C with a limiting contrast

of 7.5 at 5,000 ft-C ambient, and 4.3:1 at 10,000 ft-C ambient.

Figures in contrast curves as plotted are sometimes deceiving. Despite

the fact that our untreated front surface displays measured relatively low

contrast, they were still easily discernible under 10,000 ft-C by the human

eye. Part of this is explained by the fact that the emission spectrum of

the EL material is concentrated at 5800A in the peak visibility area of the

human eye. Whereas the ambient illumination had a relatively broad spectrum

from a tungsten source at 3200*K. Thus, the EL emission had a distinct

yellow color where the ambient light level was a broad white spectrum.

16
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Since we are presently able to easily see displays even with untreated

front surfaces, and displays which have been fabricated with a low

reflectance front surface appear even more visible, the expected contrast

performance from the optimized high-contrast layer described above should

be adequate to meet the 10,000 ft-C ambient visibility requirements for

the Army applications anticipated.

18
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6. HERMETIC SEAL DESIGN AND FABRICATION

The package design for the two-digit electroluminescent display with

on-board decoder-driver electronics is shown in Fig. 7. The package con-

sists basically of a Corning 7059 borosilicate glass substrate on which the

EL display thin films and high-contrast layers plus backing electrodes are

deposited. This glass substrate is brazed by means of a low temperature

metal seal to a ceramic assembly containing the on-board decoder-driver

circuitry. This package represents a unique approach in packaging design.

This approach is required since the display including all of the thin film

EL layers are contained directly on the top glass substrate which is also

the front surface window of the display. The drive circuitry, on the other

hand, is contained on the lower ceramic substrate and vertical interconnec- -f

tions are required to connect the drive circuitry output voltages to the

display segments and common backplane in the EL thin film display.

Thus, the seal area is first prepared on the display surface by

metalization prior to the phospher fabrication. After the phospher

deposition, the rear ceramic cover containing the drive electronics is

sealed to the display surface using a low temperature (280°C) metal

braze so that minimum heating of the completed phospher film is required.

The drive circuitry is applied to the ceramic substrate as follows:

1. Screen circuit conductor pattern on ceramic substrate

2. Screen Frit-seal pattern on ceramic sidewall preform

3. Fire both ceramic substrate and ceramic sidewall in conveyor

furnace at 850°C to cure PtAu conductors

19
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4. Frit-seal sidewall ceramic to ceramic substrate at 580*C

5. Die-bond integrated circuits and other hybrid components to

ceramic substrate

6. Interconnect ICs to circuit pattern by thermosonic wire bonding

7. Probe test wired circuit for functionality

8. Braze vertical pins to ceramic substrate (320*C)

9. Braze vertical interconnects and ceramic seal to EL display (280*C)

10. Solder connector pins to ceramic substrate (250*C)

11. Back-fill assembly with desired gas mixture and perform final

platelet seal

12. Leak-test display for hermeticity

13. Perform electrical tests to assure proper functioning of display.

These are the basic steps involved in fabrication and assembly of the two-

digit numeric EL display with on-board decoder-driver circuitry. As one

can see, there are many steps in the process and care must be taken so that

all steps in the process are compatible with previous steps, and that

materials used do not affect the performance of the EL thin film materials.

For example, all brazing compounes must be compatible with the thin film EL

materials and all other elements used in the fabrication of thq hybrid

circuitry should be compatible with the materials of the EL thin film display.

It is important to note that no organic materials are used anywhere in this

device. It is a truly hermetically-sealed device capable of passing leak

tests of 10-8 standard cc's per second or better. This approach was used

to assure a high reliability operation of the device under the most adverse

21
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temperatures, mechanical, shock, and vibration, as well as other environ-

mental conditions. The hermetic package is also a requirement for long-

life operation for the thin film EL display.

Figure 8 shows a photograph of a prototype of this display. Process-

ing is now underway to develop procedures for effecting reliable inter-

connects in the vertical cross-overs between the decoder-driver circuitry

and the EL display segments. Basically, it is a solder reflow process in

which the tolerances are slightly interfering until the braze or solder

material melts at which time it reflows to segment connections on the glass

substrate which are connected to the EL segments themselves. The remainder

of the packaging steps are relatively straightforward hybrid assembly

processes. While these steps should be quite straightforward, final eval-

uation will be delayed somewhat until the custom logic integrated circuit

chips are received and usable driver circuitry becomes available.

22
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APPENDIX A

Figure 9 schematically illustrates the specular reflection components

from the multi-layer TFEL emitter. In this case it is assumed that the

reflection at the glass-air interface is minimized by an external anti-

reflection coating; therefore the front surface reflection is not shown

in Fig. 9. It is also assumed that the black backing is a perfect

absorber so R4=O. Therefore, in order to minimize the major reflection

R, at the glass-ITO interface, the magnitude and phase of successive

reflection components R2 and R are adjusted by means of thickness

control of d2 and d3 to exactly cancel RI. The ITO and first Y203 are

lumped as a single layer since the index of refraction for each are

similar.jThe following discussion develops an expression for optimum thicknesses
of d2 and d3.

Using Ruoard's Method2 one can calculate the reflectivity of a multi-

layer system by a recursive procedure. In the present case the reflection

R1 (glass-ITO interface) can be expressed in terms of the Fresnel co-

efficients (r) and the accumulated phase in each layer as follows:

rl + s2R2  r r n - n2=l 1 2RiW. (la)
1 + r1 S2R2  1u + n2

4'n2d 2/A

-2e

2OS Heavens Optical Properties of Thin Solid Films, Dover Publications,

1965.
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Fig. 9 Specular reflection components from
multilayer TFEL emitter.
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The coefficient R1 represents the total reflectivity contributed by all

the layers below the ith layer.

The requirement that R vanish reduces to:

r 1 + s2 R2  

(2

RI + r1s 2 R2 - 0 (2)

or

r + 82[I-_srj -0

r (1-s3r2) + s=(-8)r 0 (3)

assuming a r2 <<3 2

#!

2  3

2 2

-"1'1- coo sin 31
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22 3 1 i 3 T3

-2e- sin =_Cos_

- 21e [sin Cos ! + i sin !2

r 3
'12 02 '1

- 2e e e

Since r /r2 is real, in order to satisy the equation it is necessary that

the right-hand side be a real number; this means that the total phase
(b i

2 2 + - must be an integer multiple of 7r. When it is an even multiple,

one has

r1 3 which has solutions (5)
r 2 siny
r2

03 - 2 2nw + sin- 1  2 or (6a)

03 = 2 (2n+l)w - sin-  (6b)

When the phase is an odd multiple of w, one has

r - 3 which has solutions (7)

-2 sin2r2  2

-l u
03 22. -2sn ,or (8a)

03 2[(2n+l)! + sin' r (8b)
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In the present case n1 = 1.53, n2 = 2.0, and n3  2.4, so that

sin (r1/2r2) 0.82 radian. We seek a solution wherein the ZnS layer

is roughly 4000A thick and the composite ITO-Y203 layer is about 2800A

thick, as determined by other device constraints. Taking d3 = 4000A

and an operating wavelength A = 5800A gives 03 - 20.48 radians, correspond-

ing to d3 - 3940A.

This choice forces the total phase to be an odd multiple of n,

which gives the relation

(2m +1)w - -10.24 (9)

On the otherhand, we seek a solution near d2 = 2800A, for which

2 12.2 radians. The closest one can come is a - 3, which gives

02 10.18 radians, corresponding to d2 = 2348A.
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